
November 2022

The November mystery garage
tour is revealed!  Join us on
Saturday, November 12 at 10:00
a.m. for a very special tour of the
Haugland Collection in Eugene, OR.

Exact garage address in Eugene will
be released a week before the
event date to those who RSVP.
We will have lunch following the
tour.

Please RSVP to Seth Shenker
before November 8 at:
seth.p.shenker@gmail.com
so we can have an accurate head
count.

Alex is looking forward to sharing
his eclectic group of cars with
JOCO. Here is some more informa-
tion about our host's collection:
www.hauglandcollection.com

J A G U A R S
Road Trip!

November 12th!

See you then!  Seth P. Shenker   541-801-9553



Putting away
the Toys

It's that time of year when

we put our toys away for

the winter. Sure we may get

a few more nice days when

we can go for a drive and

look at the leaves turning.There are still places to go and

things to do, but we probably won't be doing that in the

collector car.As things get nasty we just don't want to

put them at risk or deal with the mess of road grime and

sludge.

Some of you have a ritual about this.The cars in question

might get their fuel tanks drained or filled to the brim.

Some will even get an additive like Stabil, but nothing in

my garage will get that treatment.There are so many dis-

agreements on the proper way to winterize. Do you pull

the battery or put it on a tender? Should one use wheel

cradles or lift the car off the ground to avoid flat spots

on the wheels? Remember; “Motion is Lotion and Rest

is Rust.” But how do you do this when you don't want

to take that beauty out?

It's also the perfect time to clean them up or fix those

niggles that you were putting up with until you got

through the summer. I have a few projects for this winter

that will hopefully get another classic ready to join our

drive outs next year. For those of us who are garage

rats, we are starting one of our favorite seasons. Hours

of restoration with nothing pressing in the garden or all

the other things that keep us out of the garage in sum-

mer.

But, before you crawl into the garage and hibernate
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Board of Directors 
TERMS EXPIRE JANUARY 2023

Tomas Bromander, Portland
Sue Kornahrens, Portland
Fred Nuttall, Portland

TERMS EXPIRE JANUARY 2024
Don Compton, Gaston
Mathew Nowak, Sandy
Clint Percival, Milwaukie

TERMS EXPIRE JANUARY 2025
Carl Foleen, Portland
Bill Relyea, West Linn
Stuart Trenholme, Portland

Of!cers and Chairs 
President: Rex Schneider, Forest Grove

Vice President:  Seth Shenker, Eugene

Secretary: Open

Treasurer:  Mark Hull, North Albany

Historian:  Stuart Trenholme, Portland

JOCO Roster:  Barbara Grayson, Portland

JCNA Regional Liason:  Carole Borgens, 
Kurt Jacobsen, 

Membership:  Sue Kornahrens, Portland

Partnerships & JOCO Marketplace: Rex Schneider, Forest Grove

ABFM Liason: Gene Owens, Hillsboro

ABFM Liason:  Rex Schneider, Forest Grove

JCNA Concours Chair:  Gene Owens, Hillsboro

JCNA Concours Chief Judge:  Rex Schneider, Forest Grove

Newsletter Editor:  Glen Enright, Hillsboro

Webmaster:  Tomas Bromander, Portland

w w w . j o c o . o r g

Rex Loquitor

Rex Loquitor continued on page 3
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Legal Stuff:The Cat Fancier and JOCO’s website content

are publications of the Jaguar Owners Club of Oregon,

1641 SW Multnomah Blvd., Portland, OR 97219.All

images and descriptions therein are copyright Jaguar

Owners Club of Oregon, or their respective owners if a

corporate logo, or other image, is noted as copyrighted

or registered. Except for use in The Jaguar Journal, or a

sister JCNA club publication, no item, image, or descrip-

tion therein may be reproduced in any form without

expressed written permission. £ 

NOTICE:

JOCO Board Meetings are held the second Thursday
of every month unless otherwise noted (please con-
sult the JOCO website for the most current
updates). JOCO events are in Bold face type on the
Club Calendar, other Jaguar club and local events of
interest are in regular type.

YOU are welcome and encouraged to submit
ideas/comments to the JOCO board.The editor is
actively seeking articles / photos. Send submissions
by e-mail

Disclaimer:Any technical information published here
is without claim for accuracy, and is to be used with
caution unless and until verified by another source
as true and accurate.Any information published is
intended to be for educational purposes, and not for
use by the reader for at-home repair and/or mainte-
nance. JOCO recommends that our readers use the
services of a well-qualified mechanic/shop for any
and all service to your motorcar. £

Find us on the Internet: www.joco.org.

automotively, may I suggest some things that we have coming up that

hopefully will get you out with your fellow JOCO enthusiasts.The first is

on Nov 12th.We are going to drive out and see the private Haugland

collection.You do not want to miss this. Alex has been putting together

quite a nice collection.The third garage won't be done quite yet ,so we

will have to settle for the two garages that he already has filled. (That was

said with my tongue firmly in my cheek in case you missed it.)

Of course no one should miss our Christmas party the first Saturday in

December.What better way is there to start the season then a celebra-

tion with your fellow British petrol heads.We will be having the festivities

at the Chart House once again. I look forward to getting together with

friends, party games and more fun then you should legally be allowed to

have.

The cars may be going into storage but the fun and fellowship continues. I

look forward to sharing the celebrations with all of you.

Rex Loquitor continued from page 2
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As the 2022 year comes to the end,it occurs to
the editorial staff that some of the JOCO board
members’terms are about to expire.While
some may wish to continue for another three
years,others may feel the need to step down
and let someone new experience leadership in
the club.

Serving on the Board is both a service and an
enjoyable  and rewarding experience.Seeing
how the club is run,getting to add one’s two
cents and to work along side fellow club mem-
bers for the benefit of all the menbership is a
gratifying part of being a club participant.

The Board meets once a month and it has
been both in person at a member’s home,or
virtually by Zoom,or some such similar on-
web experience. All of the business of the club
is conducted at these meetings:activities,by-law revisions,financial decisions,and so forth.The

time committment is not arduous,even if you
still are a working person,and the self rewards
are plentiful.

In the next several weeks members of the
Board may be reaching out to you to become
more firmly vested in your club. Give it deep
consideration and I,for one,hope you choose
to step up.

If you don’t hear from someone,but feel you
would like to work more closely with fellow
club members to make this Jaguar club (one of
the oldest in JCNAhistory,) the best club it can
be,then call,text or email any of the Board
members or officers and let them know.

2023 is looking to be an even better and more
activity-filled year.Wouldn’t you like to get
involved?

If you couldn’t tell by the previous column
(above,same page,Just LOOK!) nominations
and election of new club Board members and
Club officers is nigh.Look in the back of
your roster to find the by-laws.Specifically
Article V and Article VI pertain to elections
and duties of elctees.

Note:NONE of these jobs take a lot of time
to do,but are so critical in the smooth run-
ning of the club.The names of the members
who are standing for the various offices will
appear in the newsletter and on the website.
They will be voted on at the AGM (Annual
General Meeting) which will be held in
January. Look in these two places,so that
when the time comes,you will know who
you want to vote for.

I want to mention one more time,this is
YOUR club,to fully enjoy and benefit from
club membership,there is no better way than
to get involved by holding office or serving
on the board. Think seriously about it.

Yes,I know,this is a repeat column
ATTENTION ALL JOCO MEMBERS!

Elections are on the Horizon
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R o b  E n d e r l e  Te l l s  A l l :

Read it HereThe Next Big Thing in Automotive Technology:

W i r e l e s s  P o w e r
While we acknowledge that Tesla is currently
the dominant electric car company, it's not at
all aligned with Nicola Tesla's vision. He envi-
sioned a future of wireless power, not batter-
ies. His view was that if we could eliminate the
need for power lines, we could create amazing
things, like personal flying vehicles that would
never run out of power (which is an important
feature for something that flies).

Our current attempt to move from gas to
electric vehicles has huge problems: batteries
and capacitors that
leak power.
Capacitors should
be our predominant
energy storage
technology, but
aren't because we
can't get the damn
things to stop leak-
ing energy.They do
charge faster and
last longer than bat-
teries, but much like
you wouldn't accept
a car with a leaky
gas tank, people
won't buy a leaky
energy storage
technology.

Wireless power can
make up for the
leaky capacitors, but it has other limits that
make wireless cars unlikely in the near-term.
However, wireless components in cars could
be a game changer for those of us that want to
upgrade our aging cars rather than replace
them.

Let's talk about wireless power this month 

Two Predominant Forms of Wireless Power.
The two forms of wireless power in the mar-
ket now are inductive and broadcast. Inductive
wireless charging is what you may use to
charge your cell phone. Many new and coming
vehicles (including Jaguar) either have an induc-
tive charger built in (My wife's Volvo has one.)
or will have shortly.While inductive technolo-
gy has advantages in terms of the amount of
power that can be transferred (It can be used
to charge an electric car as WiTricity has.) and

can be built into roads and parking spaces, it's
wicked expensive, making it unlikely it will be
more than a point solution at automotive
scale. Plus, it doesn't really solve the battery vs.
gas problem.

Broadcast power is being championed by com-
panies like Powercast.With this technology,
power can be broadcast up to 120 feet from a
dedicated transmitter, or it can pull power
from any RF transmitting device, but the
power levels are incredibly low.They can keep

a smartphone topped off for instance, but
there's not enough power to charge it in a
reasonable period, making it way too low to
power a car.

However, where wireless power from
Powercast does work is for sensors. Now
imagine being able to add or replace a sensor,
lighting unit, or other either low-powered or
infrequently used device without having to plug
it into power or the car's network. For a lot of
us with older, exotic or rare cars (like our E-
Types), having parking sensors could help pre-
vent some of the avoidable damage we do
when we do not see an overly high-speed
bump or curb.

With these smaller devices, you can use capac-
itors if they pull too much power over a short
period and keep them topped off while the car

is running with one or two well placed trans-
mitters. One issue with cars is that they use a
lot of metal which can be a problem when try-
ing to send both power and data signals to and
from the devices.

But imagine how much easier it would be to
install something that did not need to be
wired. Now, the initial market for these
devices will be new cars which should reduce
both the number of related accidents (more
sensors and driver warning) and repairs

because the related labor
costs would drop as well. I
do not expect the aftermar-
ket to pick this up until after
it is more widely adopted in
new cars. Hopefully this will
be an option for us in new
cars around 2024/5, but
later in the decade for older
cars.

Wrapping Up:The Future
While Nicola Tesla's vision
has not been realized yet,
there is increasing hope that
it will be given the advance-
ments in broadcast power
technology. However, the
ability to power a car wire-
lessly (outside of inductive
charging) is more than a
decade to come. Still, it sug-

gests that at some point in the future, our
electric cars will not ever need to be plugged
in, they will just work.Well before then we will
have inductive charging options for those cars
(which will help make up for those of us that
regularly forget to plug our cars in to charge
at night), and we will have wirelessly powered
sensors and accessories that will be far easier
to install and service than the wired devices
we have today.

It would be fascinating if the electric car that
displaced Tesla was wirelessly powered, making
it more of a Nicola Tesla solution than one
from Tesla the company. So, the next big thing,
after autonomous driving, will be some form of
wireless power. It isn't a question of if so much
as when, and it appears to be coming surpris-
ingly quickly until you realize that Nicola Tesla
was talking about this decades ago.
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Cara Amica

These Italian Beauties Are Really Jaguars!
by Richard Heseltine

February 3, 2022
Via Hagerty UK

Many of Jaguars' designs are routinely
honored as classics. However, their sultry
sheetmetal didn't stop Italian coach-
builders and styling houses from attempt-
ing to improve upon British perfection.

The movement began as far back as the
early 1950s.The 1960s and '70s, in partic-
ular, witnessed the release of several
memorable makeovers, some of which
had arbiters of beauty championing their
cause far and wide. Others, by contrast,
were poorly received- often with good
reason.Yet none were boring, which gives
car enthusiasts like us plenty to talk
about.

What follows is a rundown of the better-
known Giaguari Latini, and a few that have
long since been forgotten by history.The
real shame is that Italian coachbuilding is
now facing extinction, so there may never
be another masterpiece of this kind.The
cars featured here serve as a reminder of
how good, or, at the very least, memo-
rable, it was while it lasted.

Frua E-Type,1966
Frua's best-known Jaguar remodeling was
more of a restyle than a complete over-

haul. It was completed at the behest of
well-known dealer John Coombs.The
sometime-race entrant envisioned selling
specially tailored Jaguars to a discerning
clientele, the prototype being displayed at
the 1966 British International Motor
Show at Earls Court.

Some 250 mm (9.8 in) was removed from
the nose, while the power bulge was
replaced with an air scoop.A new grille
was also substituted.The rear end was
similarly truncated. Perhaps unsurprisingly,
given the popularity of the standard E-

Type, there were no takers and according-
ly the car remained unique, much like the
Frau S-Type (below). It was later lightly
modified by Italsuisse, a firm with whom
Frua collaborated closely, which added a
rather boxy, full-width rear bumper.The
car was offered recently on the auction
platform Collecting Cars, but the auction
ended with the car unsold.

Frua S-Type,1966
Pietro Frua's bulging resumé included sev-
eral landmark classics. Milan Jaguar con-
cessionaire, Faltori and Monanti, commis-
sioned the build of a custom-bodied S-

Type in 1965.A rolling chassis was dis-
patched to Turin in December of that year,
and remarkably the prototype was com-
pleted in time for its big reveal at the
March 1966 Geneva motor show.
Whether it was always going to be a one-
off, or if Frua's intention was to create
replicas, is a source of debate among his-
torians.What is beyond doubt is that the
car remained unique.The Frua S-Type
remained unsold for several months until
it was acquired by the Italian gentleman
Francesco Respono. He, in turn, moved it
on to former motorcycle racer Hans
Haldemann.

Bertone FT,1966
Following up a XK150 rebody was no
easy task, and Bertone's next “boutique”
Jaguar was surprisingly sober-looking by
comparison.The marque's Italian conces-
sionaire, Ferruchio Tarchini, commissioned

the Turinese styling house to construct a
four-seater Gran Turismo based on the
3.8-liter S-Type saloon in time for the
1966 Geneva motor show.

Marcello Gandini was tasked with creating
an all-new outline, the intention being to
create a car for the Italian market only.
Tarchini would be the sole distributor for
this coachbuilt strain that was to be
dubbed “FT” in his honor. However, it
wasn't warmly received following its
unveiling. Nevertheless,Tarchini pressed
ahead and commissioned a second car,
this time based on a 420 platform.

Bertone Pirana, 1967
The next Bertone Jaguar was infinitely
sexier and well-publicized in period.That
is understandable given that it was con-
ceived by The Weekend Telegraph's editor,
John Anstey, and his staff. It presented
their idea of the perfect GT car. Nuccio
Bertone was quick to come onboard,

agreeing to complete the coachwork in
time for the Pirana's debut at the October
1967 British International Motor Show.

Bodied in steel save for the aluminum
bonnet, and styled by Gandini, the result-
ant creation cost a rumored £20,000 to
build-nearly £400,000 today (over
$500,000).There was never any intention
of building even a small run of replicas.
The Pirana's outline proved influential,
however, in that it provided reference
points for the Lamborghini Espada.

Bertone Ascot, 1977
Gandini's follow-up was diametrically
opposed in terms of styling.The shy
artiste was at the height of his “folding
paper” powers when he styled the brutal-
ly angular Ascot. Based on a shortened XJ-

Italian Jaguars continued on page 7
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S platform, complete with 5.3-liter V-12, it
was created at a time when Bertone was
pitching to shape mainstream production
cars for Jaguar.

What the creative types in Browns Lane
made of the Ascot remains unrecorded,
but this most serrated of big cats was
nothing if not noticeable. Sharing styling
cues with another Gandini creation, the
Ferrari-based Rainbow, it was unveiled at
the 1977 Turin motor show.The public
greeted it with muted praise, which would
explain why the Ascot remained a one-off.

Bertone B99, 2011
Scroll back to 2011 and Bertone had been
in a precarious state for much of the pre-
vious decade.The arrival of this beautiful
concept car at that year's 2011 Geneva
Motor Show proved that this hardy leg-
end still had the ability to surprise.What's
more, it was styled by a Brit-the talented
Adrian Griffiths.

While Jaguar was keen to distance itself
from anything remotely retro, here was a
styling masterclass that appeared classic
without being clichéd.The B99 concept
was also touted as a hybrid, with both a
combustion engine and electric motors.
Not only that, it was displayed next to a
mocked-up racing version, complete with
the mother of all rear spoilers. However,
it came to nothing.

Italdesign Kensington, 1990
Styling great Giorgetto Giugiaro had high
hopes for the Kensington when it was
released in 1990.The Italdesign principal

opined in period that Jaguar was too
rooted in the past, and that he was keen
to move the marque's design language for-
ward.

The most controversial part of the XJ12-
based Kensington was the high-sited rear
three-quarter treatment, but it proved
influential. Many well-known designers
freely admit to having been inspired by
this one-off, but Jaguar, which didn't sanc-
tion the build, was sniffy about it. Giugiaro
has rarely been one to let things go to
waste: He subsequently reworked the
outline for several Italdesign-shaped cars
wearing Lexus and Daewoo nameplates,
among others.

Pininfarina XJ Spider, 1978

Of the many 1970s concept cars, few
tugged on the heartstrings quite like this
exquisite XJ-S-based creation.This shapely
machine was strictly a standalone gig with
no official factory involvement save for
the contribution of a well-used XJ-S test
hack which acted as a donor car. By the
time the Turinese artisans were finished,
all that remained was the bare floorplan,
the new body being fashioned in metal
and aluminum under the direction of
Lorenzo Ramaciotti.

First seen publicly at the 1978 British
International Motor Show, it caused a
furor, but sadly, tragically even, it remained
only a prototype. Pininfarina was responsi-
ble for the third-generation XJ6/12
makeover, though.

Pininfarina XJ220
The most recent Pininfarina Jaguar
remains shrouded in mystery. It wasn't
publicized by the firm in period, that's for

sure, nor does it appear in most books on
the subject.The Sultan of Brunei was once
a highly valued customer, and in 1995 he
requested a customized XJ220.

The regular car's outline, the work of
Keith Helfet, remained, only with fixed
headlights in place of the concealed items,
the rear end being reworked to accom-
modate different light clusters and a larg-
er spoiler.The interior was also altered.
However, the task of building the car was
subcontracted to Sergio Coggiola's
eponymous carrozzerie.Whether the
Italian reinterpretation was an improve-
ment over the Coventry original depends
on your artistic bent. [Ed:You know the
drill … Let us know in the comments
below.]

Zagato Jaguar XK140/XK150
Milanese coachbuilder Zagato created
several significant designs during the
1950s, but its take on the XK-series
remains a subject of confusion and con-
jecture. It was once widely held that three
cars were made, but some historians have
adopted the view that only two were so
bodied.

The first example was built on an
XK140 platform at the behest of Italian
playing card manufacturer, Guido
Modiano, who had crashed the donor
car.The finished article was displayed at
the 1957 Paris motor show.A second
example, based on XK150 running gear,
was then fashioned for a Swiss Jaguar
dealer and exhibited at the 1958 Geneva
Motor Show.A third car was purported-
ly built, based on an XK150 SE.

Italian Jaguars continued from page 6



Carole Borgens and I are on the Board
of Jaguar Clubs of North
America (JCNA). We
oversee the actions of
JCNA.We also have a high-
level view of what the 60-
some clubs in six regions are
doing. Some have struggled
and even disbanded.
Others have thrived.

Like people, each club
has a different per-
sonality. I would
characterize our
five Northwest
Region clubs as
being enthusi-
astic. I believe
that enthusi-
asm is the key to
club success. It's not just
the shared passion for Jaguars or
cars in general, or for monthly meetings, con-
cours, drive-outs, newsletters or slalom.

Because the members and volunteers of our Northwest
clubs tend to participate with each other and enjoy each
other's company, we are all thriving.The clubs outside
our region that struggle seem to have lost some of their
enthusiasm and don't reach out to their neighboring
clubs as much as we do.

Good events and enthusiasm seem to drive participa-
tion. Our belief in inter-club events remains strong and
invitations to other Regional clubs continue.The photos
included here are from the recent Seattle Club's Fall
Colours Tour along the famous Chuckanut Drive in
Bellingham,Washington, pausing for lunch at Chuckanut
Manor.

Pictured are the two JCNA Northwest Region

Directors, Kurt Jacobson from Seattle and myself,
Carole Borgens from Vancouver, along with

Seattle member  Sharon Case, in
front of a Seattle member's beauti-

ful Mk IV.The drive continued
through Deception Pass to Whidbey

Island to enjoy a marimba band playing
in a Seattle club member's outdoor

amphitheater.

Sharing newsletters
and website links
throughout
regional clubs
helps to inform
members of
activities
they may
participate
in, as well

as suppliers and
advertisers previously

unknown.As we continue finding
ways to improve and energize our clubs,

sharing remains a continuing thread in all discus-
sions.

Member input and ideas to share are welcomed always.
We can be reached at caroleborgens@shaw.ca and
kurtgjacobson@gmail.com.

Happy Motoring to All,

Carole Borgens

Kurt Jacobson
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Northwest Regional Reps:

Carole Borgens & Kurt Jacobson
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Bill and Claudia Relyea opened their home to a

group of pizza hungry JOCOites for a delicious

and relaxing evening.

Seems that besides working on restoring several

pre and post-war Jaguar drop heads, Bill is also

an excellent pizza chef. He and Claudia built a

wood-fired pizza oven on their backyard patio

which is big enough to cook three large sized

pizzas at one time in about three minutes!

This was a good thing since those in attendance

seemed to be devouring them at that same speed. The

Relyea’s provided the makings for the pizzas and you

could specify what you wanted on the dough and in

almost less time than it takes to tell, your selection

would be on your plate piping hot.

Of course things other than pizzas were discussed. Bill is

working on restoring early Jaguars and several were on

display in various forms of completion. In addition to the

Cats, they also have quite a selection of motorcycles for

one’s perusal.

All in all, those in attendance were seen by Yrs Trly to be

having a grand time and it looked to me that the Relyeas

were enjoying it as much as anyone else.

Many thanks, and I for one hope this becomes a repeat

performance for years to come.

Pizza Night in Pix

9
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New this year are Club hats
and patches. As you can see
the hats are one color fits all,
beige with a full color club

logo embroidered on the
front. Adjustable, it will fit
most.

The patches are also embroi-
dered and are suitable for
attaching to coats, skirts,
shirts, coveralls, blankets or
what have you.

Hats are $15.00
Patches are $5.00

Contact Sue Kornahrens
503-708-9936.

JOCO
MARKET
PLACE

SAVE THE DATES!

Hats Off To You!

For Sale:
Set of 4
Dayton wire
wheels, with
lug nuts. 15
X 7 in. bolt
pattern 5 X
4.75 in, or, 5
X 120.6
mm.With
growler cen-
ter caps.
Taking up
too much
space, so,
would like
$150 for the set. Am cleaning them up
and installing stainless valves. Also seeking
small container, about 500 ml, of Lucas
replacement smoke. Have small defect in
one circuit, causing one tail lamp assembly
to be dimmer than the other. See photos.
Contact Matt Nowak: crops45@yahoo.com
or call/text 503 936 5684

If you have an activity you think would be of interest
to the other members, but don’t see it here, contact
any of the Officers or Board members to let them
know what it is and when you would like it to hap-
pen. They will be happy to assist you in making it a
done deal!

Nov 12th Private Collection Tour,
Check out page one!

Dec 10th JOCO Christmas Party.At
the Chart House in Portland. Look for
more info on the website.

January 2023 - AGM.To be announced.

For Sale: Front seats from a broken XJ6.

Tan, recently reupholstered and in virtually

new shape. 4 door cards to match, original

to car in great shape. Seats: $200 for the

pair, door cards $50 for all 4. Call Glen

503-341-2906 or britcar69@hevanet.com
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Our own Dan Simons found this reprint from
Road and Track 1961 on the then, newly
released XK-E.We both thought this might be
of interest to you.We hope you enjoy it!
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NEARLY PERFECT
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Our special Partnerships are with organizations dedicated to the highest level of Jaguar
preservation and care.They are supporters of our Club who understand our apprecia-
tion and pride that comes from owning one of the finest automobiles ever made, one
with a Royal heritage.

Each of our Partners stand ready to address your needs with absolute professionalism
and as a fellow enthusiast.They will appreciate your support as much as we appreciate
theirs.And your Cat will carry on with a purr.
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We did it!  Another Electro Cat completed and no one was actually harmed in its production, I don’t think!  I
want to thank my stalwarts who keep me supplied with interesting articles and great photos. Thanks to Rob
Enderle, who gave us a look at wireless charging of electric vehicles. I had another batch of photos in this issue
thanks to Carl Foleen. I am thanking Mrs Yrs Trly for her work in tossing out dangling participles and the like, so
nice to have a second pair of eyes.A BIG hand to Bill and Claudia for yummy comestibles (pizza.) Dan Simons
found a nostalgic piece on the E-type. I would also like to thank our Nortwest Regional Reps, Canadian Carole
Borgens and Washingtonian Kurt Jacobson, for keeping us in the know on all things related to JCNA. I urge you
in the name of good clubmanship to consider standing for office or a board position. And in the mean time -
while the weather is still moderate - get your Jag weatherized, and if possible, drive your Cat whenever you
can. After all, our cars are meant to be driven. Motor On!



Did you see a great J
ag?

Give th
is to

 th
e owner.

The m
ore th

e m
erri

er!

Date

Name(s)

Address

City, State, Zip

Home Phone Business Phone

Cell Phone Fax Email

Jaguar(s) owned

Profession

Hobbies

MEMBERSHIP  Please select one of the following membership options Amount Paid

Annual Membership renewal  - ($30 for JCNA dues) $70 $

NEW Annual Membership  - (Includes $10 initiation fee and $30 for JCNA dues) $80 $

MEMBERSHIP Accessories (the following are available, if requested)

JOCO Member Car Badge(s) Please specify how many you would like $20 ea. $

JOCO Member Name Badge(s) Please specify how many you would like and the name(s) $18 ea. $

Total Amount enclosed $

Pay by Check or Credit Card

Make check payable to the Jaguar Owners Club of Oregon

If you would rather pay by credit card, please fill out the following information

Visa                 MasterCard

Card Number

Expires on                                          Security code

Name as it appears on card

Signature

Mail this completed application with your check or credit card information to
Jaguar Owners Club of Oregon • 1641 S.W. Multnomah Blvd. • Portland, Oregon 97219

You can also fax your application with credit card information directly to JOCO at 503-246-8478

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
We look forward to having you as a member of the Jaguar Owners Club of Oregon. Since our founding in
1968, JOCO has been dedicated to the care, preservation and exercise of Jaguar automobiles, and we have
lots of fun together. Upon receipt of the completed application we will be contacting you with everything
you’ll need to head down the road with us.
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